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2” Brass Gold burner
Lion Paw Shell burner
3 1/2” Lotus brass burner
A quaint brass/gold colThe Lion paw shell is a
Lotus flowers symbolizes
ored metal incense burner,
beautiful creation of nature,
mental purity and spiritual
having engraved etching
often associated with Venus
perfection. This burner is
around it’s body, with
through renaissance paintall metal and two pieces
beveled edges on top and
ing. It makes the perfect
for easy use and cleaning.
bottom of base, the wire lid
burner for your incense and
Comes with lid, and bowl.
is detached, and removable.
smudging. 5” x 5”
Antiqued copper finish with

$13.95

IB001

$6.95

$24.95

IB004

IB010

2 1/2” Lotus burner
Pentagram and Triple Moon ash
Hanging Brass Censer
Antique Bronze Lotus
This ash catcher depicts
This medium sized cenIncense burner, can be
an interwoven pentagram
sor allows you to burn
used with cones or granuwhere your stick incense is
cone, granular and powder
lar incense. A mini lovely
held, with an ash tray decoincense without taking up
portable, detailed lotus
rated with Celtic knots and
space upon your altar or
petals and design on top lit.
the Goddess’s triple moon.
counters. 5” x 3 1/2”
Also great for home decor,

$18.95

IB031

Greenman ash catcher
This cold cast resin incense
burner will hold your stick
incense and with a metal
plate to safely burn your
cone incense. A switch on
the bottom lights the eyes
up. 11” x 3” x 1 1/2”

$19.95

IB121

$12.95

Red Stone tealight/cone burner
Skeleton holder
Beautiful, simple in design,
and highly functional, this
red stone cone incense, or
tealight burner is wonderfully suited for any home or
altar space. 2 1/2” x 1 1/2”

$4.95

IB124VM

Day of the Dead ash catcher
10 1/2” Dragon burner
Taking inspiration from the
Dragon on Green Geode
Calavera skulls used to celStanding Incense Burner
ebrate the Day of the Dead
11” Tall.
this incense holder will be
the perfect addition to your
Day of the Dead or Ancestor altar. 10” x 2” x 1 1/2”

$12.95

IB255

$21.95

IB2815

8 3/4” Buddha burner (set of 2)
12” Tower burner
Metal Buddha Incense
Fantasy Scents Wooden
Burner 9” long 2 pcs in an
Incense Tower 12”. Comes
inner pack made out of
with 10 sticks of assorted
plated aluminum each piece
incense inside the tower.
is $2.50.

$12.95

IB2826

$16.95

IB10S

$11.95

IB2828

IB117

Wonderfully rendered so
as to appear to be a skeleton reclining back into the
earth. Cold cast resin. 10” x
2” x 2”

$16.95

IB1608

10 1/4” Buddha burner
Copper Buddha Standing
Incense Burner 11’ Tall.

$19.95

IB2816

12” incense boat burner
Fantasy Scents Wood
Incense Boat Burner 12”
long. Comes with 10 sticks
of assorted incense inside
the box.

$11.95

IB2829

12” Tower burner
9 1/2” Shiny burner (set of 4)
9 1/2” Buddha 7 Chakra burner
Wood Tower Incense
Set of 4 Glitter and Mirror
Empowering the Seven
Burner with Metal Trim 12”
Design Incense Burners 10”
chakras, and the wisdom of
tall.
long. One each of 4 colors!
the Buddha while burning on this uniquely styled
incense burner. A vertical
burner making an easier fit
while keeping your favorite

$14.95

IB2830

$15.95

IB2831

9 1/2” Goddess 7 Chakra burner
3 3/4” Caterpillar Smoking burner
Empower the Seven chakras
A caterpillar rests upon his
while burning on this
toadstools with his favorite
uniquely styled incense
hookah upon its lap. This
burner. As it stands verticast resin incense burner
cally, making an easier fit
holds sticks in the center of
while keeping your favorite
the hookah bowl. 3” x 5”,
scent. Chakra symbols
with an height of 4 3/4”

$18.95

IB2838

$18.95

IB2840

$18.95

IB2837

3” Goddess 7 Chakra burner
Empower the Seven chakras
while burning on this
lotus flower based burner.
Chakra symbols represented by their respective colors
upon the larger petals,
while a yoga pose goddess

$19.95

IB2841
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10” Caterpillar Smoking burner
5” Sun & Stars burner
5” Buddha burner
A purple caterpillar rests
Concave resin cast incense
Concave resin cast incense
on a mushroom knoll with
bowl, adorned with raised
bowl, adorned with raised
his favorite book, pipe and
moon and three stars, with
lotus flower pattern, with
hookah. Nicely weighted
ornate decorations the outer
spiral work surrounding the
resin incense burner holds
edge. Perfect for stick or
buddha. Perfect for stick or
sticks bowl. 10” x 2” with an
cones, can even be a great
cones, can even be a great
height of 3 1/2” at widest
collect all. 1/2” at deepest
collect all. 1/2” at deepest

$18.95

IB2844

$9.95

$9.95

IB2845

IB2849

11 1/4” Dragon burner
10 1/4” Chakra burner
10 3/4” Chakra Goddess burner
A perfectly detailed dragon
Ceramic burner with
This piece offers all the
sits with its tail hanging
printed representations the
bright colors of our chakra
over the side of this brightly
chakras running across its
system as well as the chakra
colored incense burner,
tray. A slight arch on the
symbols upon the goddess
ash catcher is decorated in
receptacle insure a great
figure. You will enjoy burnsculls and Celtic knotwork
burning position for your
ing your incense stick on
down its center. A heavfavorite scented stick. 10 ¼”
this divine mother.

$19.95

IB2866

10 1/4” Panda burner
Harness the panda totems
powers when you are in
need of strength and determination. This adorable
panda is sitting and eating
in his bamboo forest. Can
be used with your favorite

$22.95

IB2900

$7.95

$19.95

IB2881

IB2896

Om Wooden ash catcher
10” Tree of Life Wooden ash catcher
A wooden ash catcher suitA wooden ash catcher suitable for all types of incense
able for all types of incense
sticks, comes wood grain,
sticks. DO NOT use to burn
or and multiple colors, our
cone incense. Comes in a
pick choice. DO NOT use to
variety of brightly dyed
burn cone incense. Comes
hues. Randomly chosen. 10”
in a variety of natural hues
x 1 3/8”

$1.50

$1.50

IB3COM

IB3CT

10” Hamsa Hand Wooden ash catcher
10” Owl Wooden ash catcher
Peace Wooden ash catcher
A wooden ash catcher suitA wooden ash catcher suitA wooden ash catcher suitable for all types of incense
able for all types of incense
able for all types of incense
sticks. DO NOT use to burn
sticks. DO NOT use to burn
sticks. DO NOT use to burn
cone incense. Comes in a
cone incense. Comes in a
cone incense. Wood, Brass.
variety of brightly dyed
variety of brightly dyed
10” x 1 3/8”
hues. Randomly chosen. 10”
hues. Randomly chosen. 10”
x 1 3/8”
x 1 3/8”

$1.50

IB3HD

$1.50

$1.50

IB3OWL

10” Triple Moon Wooden ash catcher
Dragon ash catcher
Scentree holder
A wooden ash catcher suitA unique stick incense
able for all types of incense
burner featuring a dragon
sticks. DO NOT use to burn
gazing into a human skull
cone incense. Comes in a
with the stick extending
variety of brightly dyed
over its back and between
hues. Randomly chosen. 10”
its wings. Made of cold cast
x 1 3/8”
resin. 12” x 3 1/2”

$1.50

IB3TM

$19.95

IB404

IB3P

The smoke comes out of the
wise tree’s mouth and thru
the hollow in the crown of
his head. Made for use with
both cone and stick incense,
this hand painted polyresin
statue is 11” x 7” x 5”

$33.95

IB459

Tree of Wisdom holder
Poet Tree holder
Long Branch holder
A wonderful living tree
The smoke comes out of the
Allow the smoke of your faincense holder for stick
tree’s mouth and thru the
vorite incense rise up from
incense with a locking
top of the tree. Comes with
the mouth of this wise elder
bottom piece. Incense sold
a cone incense holder that
tree incense holder. Cold
separately. Cold Cast Resin.
can also hold a stick. Cold
cast resin. 12” x 6” x 4”
10 1/2” x 3” x 3”
cast resin. 11”

$33.95

IB498

Red Abalone Shell
These small, red-streaked
iridescent shells are great
for burning cone or resin
incense. They also make
fantastic receptacles for
smudge sticks. 2 1/2-2”

$3.95

IB552

$33.95

IB518

$27.95

IB524

Green Abalone Shell
Burner: Celtic 1 1/2
These small, green-streaked
Cone incense burner with a
iridescent shells are great
Celtic knot design. 1 1/4”.
for burning cone or resin
Made in USA.
incense. They also make
fantastic receptacles for
smudge sticks. 2 1/2-2”

$3.95

IB552G

$7.95

IB554
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Burner: Celtic Horses
A disk shaped incense
burner with an engraved
tri-horse design, representative of the Celtic Horse
Goddess Rhiannon. 1 1/2”.
Made in USA.

$7.95

IB557

Floral soapstone burner/ box
Blue Dragon holder
Sculpted of natural soapA cute desk dragon curled
stone, this incense burner
up around the base of a
takes the form of a small
rocky, snow capped tower
lidded dish, carved with a
of rock to keep your invariety of different designs
cense safe while you work
and hole patterns in the lid.
or during any ritual or spell
Yours is chosen at random.
work. Not for cone incense

$7.95

$24.95

IB56

IB563

Hamsa Hand ash holder
4” 7 Chakra Lotus burner (set of 7)
2 1/2” Brass Screen burner W coaster
A boat style incense holder
All 7 Chakra colors make
A nice quaint brass screen
and ash catcher styled as
for a beautiful collection of
incense burner, comes with
an empty Coy pond with
incense burners from India.
a black separated bottom
a large leaf at one end conThe lotus flower centers can
base, coaster to set upon,
nected by scroll work to the
hold cone shaped or regular
with a top fitted screen.
Hamsa hand at the other.
stick incense.
Cold Cast Resin. 10 1/2”

$11.95

IB608

$26.95

$7.95

IB618

Brass Screen burner
Fairy cone burner
Dragon burner
This brass incense burner
Three fairies dance across
offers you a convenient
the surface of this incense
altar tool if you do not have
burner made out of lead
much space or if you wish
free pewter. Also great for
to keep the instruments of
holding 50mm crystal ball
your craft out of sight when
so you can enjoy fairy magic
they are not in use. 3” x 1”
while scrying. Made in USA

$7.95

IB703

11” Scary Tree holder
This carved resin “Scary
Tree” statue, hand painted
with detailed design. This
statue is an incense stick
or cone holder, it has a
removable stump cone or
stick holder that sits up top

$33.95

IB712

10” Dragon holder
Purple/Green Dragon
Standing Incense Burner.
Burn your incense with
this purple dragon boldly
guarding this cathedral
ledge, with castle peaks
upon its edge, that is

$20.95

IB730

4” Tonna Tessalata shell
Bring the beach into your
home or environment with
this beautiful Tonna Tessalata shell. 4” length and
size may vary.

$7.95

IB7972

9” Goddess brass burner
9” Goddess brass burner,
cone or granular.

$13.95

IB845GE

$7.95

Dragons adorn this cone
incense burner made of
pewter with dragon heads
for the feet. Also great as a
55mm crystal ball holder to
harness dragon into your
scrying. Made in the USA

$7.95

IB706

IB701

IB708

11” Happy Tree holder
10” Unicorn holder
This carved resin Happy
A dreamy Unicorn Boat
Tree statue, is an incense
Incense Burner, pearl white
holder, hand painted
based with shades of aqua
detailed fun design called
blue within the incense boat
the “Happy Tree”, adorned
holder. The unicorn gracewith ivy leaves, it has a
fully sits at the boats end
removable stump cone or
next to, to a rainbow bridge.

$33.95

$22.95

IB713

7” Maiden Mother Crone cone holder
6” Shell
A beautifully designed
solid cold cast resin, cone
holder of Maiden, Mother,
and Crone, circle, holding a
goblet at center. They stand
on a base entwined within
detailed tree branches and

$37.95

IB740

IB729

Shells are beautiful sacred
containers to rest your
smudging bundles and
herbs. Recommended use is
to place the herbs on top of
sand, ash, or crushed stone
etc. before burning. Sizes

$3.95

IB7605

12” multi color Sun & Moon burner
11” Bone Dragon incense tower
This Sun and Moon Flip top
This is a realistic dragon
ash catcher is cleverly deskull incense burner. The
signed and is also a burner
11” height makes for a great
incense older for cone or
conversation piece.
stick. It has brass inlay and
the wooden box has various
stained colors making it ex-

$8.95

IB806CM

$40.95

IB818

5” Midea Shell burner
Magical Cat & Mouse Holder
This shell creates a perfect
A black cat peers down at
basin for burning incense
a small mouse as it tries to
or catching your ashes from
hide behind a star-encrusted
your smudge stick.
cap on this fine crafted and
fun stick incense holder.
Cold cast resin. 4”

$14.95

IB903

$22.95

IB978
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5”-6” Abalone Shell burner
Abalone shell incense
burner. They range in size
from 5”-6” assorted. These
silvery and iridescent
abalone shells are useful
for burning cone or resin
incense. 5-6”

$18.95

3”- 4” Abalone Shell burner
5”-6” Abalone Shell burner w stand
Useful for burning cone or
Useful for burning cone or
resin incense, as a receptacle
resin incense, as a receptacle
for smudge sticks, holder
for smudge sticks, holder
for crystals or trinkets,
for crystals or trinkets,
decoration, etc. Sizes &
decoration, etc. These
markings will vary, as these
abalone shells are all natural
are made by Nature. 3” - 4”
and come in their own, sizes

$13.95

IBABA

$22.95

IBABA4

2” -3” Abalone Shell burner
Curved Wooden ash catcher
Flip Top holder
Useful for burning cone or
An elegant, yet function
resin incense, as a receptacle
orientated design in wood
for smudge sticks, holder
with one end slightly
for crystals or trinkets,
angled as a holder for burndecoration, etc. Sizes &
ing stick incense. 10-12”
markings will vary, as these
are made by Nature. Sold

$2.95

$1.50

IBABS

IBASH

IBABAS

Doubling as an ash catcher,
this incense burner has a
flip-top compartment for
the storage of unlit sticks
within. 12” x 1 1/4” x 1
1/4”

$7.95

IBASHF

2 1/4” Black cone burner brass
pewter Screen burner
12” Flower tower burner
Metal cone incense burnSimple of design, this bowlThis is a tall 12” gold toned
ers have been around a
shaped pewter charcoal
incense burner. With a
long time. This one is well
burner has a removable
pretty cut out floral design
finished with cut out star
screen for ease of cleaning.
that can cause the smoke to
shapes. Base has 3 feet to
It also comes with a wooden
escape in unique patterns.
elevate it from surfaces. Top
coaster to protect your surhas hole for smoke.
faces from heat. 1” x 3”

$4.95

$8.95

IBB003

IBBIW

$12.95

IBBR

4” Iron smudge/ incense burner
Wood Handled Brass burner 7”
12” Heart tower burner
Gloss black finish on
A wonderful incense
Heart Carved Design Brass
cast iron. Use for burnburner; suitable for cone or
Incense Tower Burner 12”.
ing incense sticks in the 3
charcoal with enough room
hold section. You can add
to hold sand or salt to disa charcoal disc for other
sipate the heat. Wood, Brass
style resins or powdered
7” x 3 1/4” x 2 1/4”
incense. Finish may burn off

$5.95

$12.95

$17.95

IBBR69

12” Carved tower burner
Carved Design Brass Incense Tower Burner 12”.

$12.95

IBBRC

Pentagram Screen burner
Black Engraved
Crafted of brass, this small
screen burner is intended to
be used with charcoal and
your favorite powder, resin
or granular incense. 2 1/2”
x 2 1/4”

$13.95

IBCP3

Black ash catcher
Black wooden, carved ash
catcher, with incense stick
hole on end and a grooved
center for ash catching,
measuring approximately
10 1/4” in length x 1 3/8”
in width.

$1.95

IBER7B

IBBR71

12” Tree of Life tower burner
Tree of Life Brass Incense
Tower Burner 12”.

IBBRTOL

$12.95

IBBRA

2 1/4” Cone burner
Various designs of brass
incense burners for cone
or small stick incense. The
tops of these burners lift off
for easy cleaning and refilling. 2 1/4” 1 1/4”

$2.95

IBCON

burner
3 3/4” wood carved stick/cone Burner
Beautiful solid brass black
A simple wooden incense
screen burner with golden
burner with holes for stick
carving. Black wood coaster
incense and a metal cup
is included. An artistic
to burn cones. Carved in
carved burner. 2 3/4” x 2”
an Indian Mandala/Lotus
design. Wood, Brass. 3 3/4”
x 1/2”

$11.95

IBCRN2

$2.95

IBER4D

7 Chakra ash catcher (7 set)
Carved ash catcher
A set of 7 incense burners
Carved wooden ash catcher,
ash catcher, representing
with incense stick hole on
the 7 chakra colors, each
end and a grooved center
having their own respective
for ash catching, measuring
Chakra symbol.
approximately 10 1/4” in
length x 1 3/8” in width.

$10.96

IBER7C

$1.95

IBER7E
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Two Tone ash catcher
Light and dark two-toned
wooden, ash catcher, with
incense stick hole on end
and a grooved center for
ash catching, measuring
approximately 10 1/4” in
length x 1 3/8” in width.

$2.50

$11.95
4” Sun ash

$14.95
4” Skull ash

Metal Day of the Dead,
detailed silver toned,
skull with 10 total incense
burner stick holes, 5 under
each eye, use as an incense burner ash catcher, a
novelty piece, or hang on

$5.95
5” Om ash

IBIB20

IBIB25

An ash catcher suitable
for stick or cone incense,
carved with rope work and
a dimpled design around
the central smiling Sun.
Pewter. 4”

$5.95

IBIB12

10” Feather burner
4” Owl ash
Very nice size solid feather
incense burner, shines with
it’s black base and gold
fleck gloss finish. A catching
detailed feather having an
incense stick hole at the bottom of it’s feather. Can also

IBHANS

IBIB14

IBER9T

Black & Fuchia Hamsa incense burner
Beautifully tooled resin
with a black base color
predominantly highlighted
with fuchsia designing. This
Flat Hamsa Hand has an
incense burner hole on it’s
palm in the center of “the

$10.95

IBH706

Burner Brass Hanging 5”-6”
Small size brass hanging
incense burner for use with
charcoal & resin, granular
or cone. Various shapes.
5”-6” high.

IBHANP

4 1/2” Offering Hand ash
A heavily carved styled
ash catcher filled with
lotus designs, scroll work,
vine work and various
other decorative elements
arranged around a large
central Om symbol with

$10.95

$10.95

$1.95

IBER9P

Gold & Black Hamsa incense burner
Beautifully tooled resin
with a black base color
predominantly highlighted
with gold designing. This
Flat Hamsa Hand has an
incense burner hole on it’s
palm in the center of “the

IBERM5

Pentagram Crowned Censer
This brass incense censer
is intended for use with
granular incense with a
charcoal burning base. 7” x
3 1/2”

$17.95

$1.95

IBER8B

5” Star & Moon ash catcher
Catch your ashes with
this mini moon and stars
catcher, with incense stick
hole on end and a grooved
center for ash catching, a
wooden incense burning
ash catcher, approximately

$1.25

Pentagram ash catcher
Triquetra ash catcher
Painted black and decorated
Depicting the three points
with a pattern of knot work
of a triquetra in white
and an interwoven pentaupon a black surface, and
gram, this Pentagram Ash
accented with a pattern of
Catcher is well suited for
knot work, the Triquetra
a wide range of mystical
Ash catcher is a beautiful
traditions. 10”
piece for any altar. 10”

4” Buddha ash

IBH709

A unique incense burner
featuring a small statue of
the serene Buddha with
a place for burning cone
incense and three holes
around the circumference
of the dish for stick incense.

$7.95

IBIB10

3 3/4” Ganesh ash
An impressively detailed
ash catcher heavily carved
with lotus designs, scroll
work and vine work. This
ash catcher features a small
statue of Lord Ganesh at
one end. Suitable for burn-

$6.95

IBIB16

5 1/2” Chakra ash
Silver toned metal perched
Silver toned Metal Chakra
owl, having an incense stick
ash catcher having 7 circles,
hole at owls center, Its back
representing each chakra ,
has 3 small plate legs. Use
that hold cone incense for
as incense or cone burner/
burning. 5.5” long x 4.5”
catcher, novelty decor, even
wide.
as a trinket or change catch-

$5.95

IBIB23

$5.95

IBIB24

4 3/4” Tree of Life ash
Hand of Compassion burner
Silver toned metal detailed
A silver toned metal hand
Tree of Life, having a total
lays upon a 3” x 5” base
of 4 incense stick holes
with adorned sides, Thumb
spread across top of tree
holding a raised incense
branches and one on center
burner stylized after the
tree trunk, as well as a
lotus. Measures approxiincense cone divot centered
mately 2 1/2” tall x 5” wide.

$5.95

IBIB26

$13.95

IBIB27

3 3/4” Tibetan ash
Pentagram & Triple Goddess
Silver toned Metal Om,
Beautiful antique finish
A 9” long incense burner
detailed incense burner ash
Tibetan Incense Holder.
made of solid brass featurcatcher, having 4 incense
This burner is great for your
ing a triple moon design on
stick holes around middle,
altar or decoration piece.
one end and an interwoven
use as an incense burner,
Silver Plated Brass. 3 3/4”
pentacle on the other. 9”
ash catcher, a novelty piece,
or hang on a wall for decor.

$5.95

IBIB28

$4.95

IBIB6

$13.95

IBPT
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Burner w/ Wood Handle
7 1/2” resin triquetra ash catcher
This incense burner is
7 1/2” resin triquetra ash
perfect for burning all of
catcher (assorted colors),
your favorite powder, resin,
sold separately, our choice.
and granular incense upon
charcoal and cleaning up
the mess after. 2 1/2” x 2
3/4”

$13.95

IBR73

$8.95

IBRTRI

2” 3-Legged Wooden stand
This wooden stand has been
carved of one piece of wood
to create a stand with three
folding legs. Use it to secure
your ash catchers or gazing
balls.

$3.95

IBS2

4” 3-Legged Wooden stand
6” 3-Legged Wooden stand
Screen Burner Brass
This wooden stand has been
This hand carved wooden
A brass incense burner for
carved of one piece of wood
stand has been sculpted
use with charcoal & burning
to create a stand with three
from a single piece of wood
resin, granular or powfolding legs. Use it to secure
to fold out and support
der incense. The screen is
your ash catchers or crystal
your favorite ash catcher or
removable for ease of cleanball. Fits 80mm / 3” sphere
crystal ball.
ing and refilling. Wooden
best.
coaster included 3”

$4.95

IBS4

Soapstone cone burner
One 2” small carved
soapstone burner for stick
or cone incense. Carved
designs, chosen at random
size and colors may vary.

$3.95

IBSOA

Tongs for Charcoal and Cones
Making adjusting your
charcoal burner easier, and
more convenient, these
metal tongs are a must
have tool for anybody with
a charcoal burner in their
home or on their altar. 6”

$3.95

IBTON

$4.95

IBS6

11” Soapstone burner assorted
Beautiful heavy soapstone
incense box with holes on
the hinged lid to use your
favorite stick incense in.
Each one is unique in their
natural colors and each
piece is adorned with a

$15.95

IBSOAA

$9.95

IBSCR

3” Smudge Pot with Coaster
Simple and unadorned, this
small 3” metal smudge pot
has been painted black, and
is shaped with a mouth that
curves in over its content to
help prevent sparks and ash
from escaping.

$5.50

IBSPC

Pentagram Tongs for Charcoal
Triquetra Tongs for Charcoal
These pentagram-marked
These triquetra-marked
tongs are the perfect way
tongs are the perfect way
to tend to your charcoal
to tend to your charcoal
and burning incense during
and burning incense during
your rituals in a safe manyour rituals in a safe manner. 6”
ner. 6”

$4.50

IBTONP

$4.50

IBTONT

Hanging burner 4”
Handle burner 5”
Burner Brass cone
An antiqued copper bowl
An antiqued copper bowl
Small brass burners in
with 3 point chain and S
with two large, loop
various shapes for charcoal
hook for hanging. For all
handles for carrying. For all
& resin or cones. Each one
manner of ritual use includmanner of ritual use includis unique. Four different
ing a vessel for liquid and
ing a vessel for liquid and
styles, our choice. Sold in
as a base for sand to burn
as a base for sand to burn
box of 4 if you want one of
incense. Copper. 4” x 2 1/2”
incense. Copper. 5” x 2 1/4”
each style. 3”

$11.95

IBU4

Starry Screen Black burner
Made of wood and metal,
this screen burner, decorated with a star-patterned
screen. 3 1/2” x 1 1/2”

$7.95

IBWB12

$12.95

IBU5

Wooden Pentagram burner
A 5” wooden ash catcher
with an engraved pentacle,
intended for use with cone
or stick incense.

$5.95

IBWP

$4.95

IBVAR

Wood and Soapstone burner
A hand-carved wood &
soapstone incense burner
able to hold both stick or
cone incense. Designs will
vary on these beautiful 3½”
diameter burners.

$3.95

IBWS

Brass Cauldron W Screen Burner 2”
This small brass screen
burner has been sculpted
into the image of a cauldron, making it fit in perfectly with the rest of your
altar tools. 2”

$10.95

ICU2
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